Impact of endostar bolus infusion combined with chemotherapy on serum VEGF, circulating endothelial cells and endostatin levels of patients with small cell lung cancer.
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Abstract

Objective: This study was aimed to explore the impact of Endostar bolus infusion combined with chemotherapy on serum VEGF, circulating endothelial cells and endostatin levels of patients with Small Cell Lung Cancer (SCLC).

Methods: In our hospital, from January 2011 to December 2014, 30 cases pathologically diagnosed as malignant patients of III and IV stages were randomly divided into chemotherapy group (Group A), endostar conventional infusion combined with chemotherapy group (Group B) and endostar bolus and sequential continuous infusion combined with chemotherapy group (Group C) in each group with 10 patients who were respectively given the treatment of chemotherapy, Endostar conventional combination chemotherapy infusion and endostar bolus and sequential continuous infusion in combination with chemotherapy. Serum VEGF, circulating endothelial cells and endostatin levels of the patients were detected by ELISA before and after treatment.

Results: After 4 w of treatment, the endostatin of patients increased while VEGF and circulating endothelial cells decreased in group C, but the difference was not statistically significant (P>0.05) compared with groups A and B. 8 and 12 w after treatment, the endostatin of patients in group C increased significantly while VEGF and circulating endothelial cells strikingly decreased, and compared with groups A and B, the difference was statistically significant (P<0.05).

Conclusion: This study revealed the changing regularity of VEGF, circulating endothelial cells and endostatin levels of patients with the treatment of endostar bolus infusion combined with chemotherapy. After treatment, the serum endostatin of patients significantly increased while VEGF and circulating endothelial cells significantly decreased, suggesting that endostar bolus infusion combined with chemotherapy has direct inhibitory effect on neovascularization of SCLC tumor tissues.
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Introduction

At present, malignant tumor is one of the most common diseases that we must face. In the treatment of malignant tumors, operation is generally preferred in the early stage while chemotherapy is the main treatment method in the late stage. With the therapeutic effect failing to be ideal, oncologists are constantly seeking new treatments. In 1971, Folkman [1] proposed the hypothesis that the growth and metastasis of tumor depended on neovascularization. Angiogenesis is a complex process regulated by many factors with such promoting factors as Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF), Fibroblast Growth Factor (FGF), angiogenin, Epidemal Growth Factor (EGF), IF8 and Tumor Necrosis Factor (TNFa) [2-4]. Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF) together with its receptor is one of the most important angiogenic factors [2]. Endostatin is widely included in various body tissues, especially in vascular wall and other basement membrane areas. Endostatin can inhibit the proliferation and migration of endothelial cells, hinder the angiogenesis of tumor, block its blood supply and inhibit its growth to reduce the tumor to a dormant state and finally to apoptosis [5]. Circulating Endothelial Cells (CEC) are the Vascular Endothelial Cells (VEC) measured in peripheral blood, whose changes in number can reflect extent of vascular endothelial damage. It is currently the only to serve as the direct and specific marker in biotic tissues to reflect VEC damages [6]. Endostar is the recombinant human endostatin injection independently and innovatively developed by our domestic scholars and has been approved to successfully list as the first in similar global products. Its mechanism is to inhibit the formation of new blood vessels by hindering endothelial cell migration which promotes vascular formation, block the nutritional supply and thereby inhibit tumor proliferation or metastasis. This research aimed to study the impact of endostar bolus infusion combined with chemotherapy on serum VEGF,
circulating endothelial cells and endostatin levels of patients with SCLC to provide a theoretical basis for endostar therapy in the treatment of SCLC.

**Materials and Methods**

From January 2011 to December 2014, 30 cases pathologically diagnosed as malignant patients of III and IV stages were randomly divided into chemotherapy group, Endostar conventional infusion combined with chemotherapy group and Endostar bolus and sequential continuous infusion combined with chemotherapy group in each group with 10 patients.

**Inclusion criteria**

The subjects were selected from Department of Oncology of Dongying People's Hospital; Shandong from January 2011 to December 2014 and they were all pathologically diagnosed to have malignant tumor of III and IV stages. Inclusion criteria: patients with primary treatment; patients with ECOG score ≥ 2; patients with objective lesions of CT or ultrasound measurement; patients with normal blood routine, liver, kidney and heart function; patients with the estimated time of survival ≥ 3 months; patients with good compliance; patients voluntary to accept treatment plan of Endostar combined with chemotherapy.

**Exclusion criteria**

Patients with insufficient function of liver and kidney or suffering from serious cardiovascular and cerebrovascular diseases such as coronary heart disease, angina, myocardial infarction, arrhythmia, cerebral infarction, cerebral hemorrhage without the tolerance of thoracoscope and chemotherapy; patients with history of mental disease which is not easy to control; patients with uncorrected hemorrhagic disease; patients believed by the researchers to be unsuitable for participation.

**Treatment methods**

**Chemotherapy group:** Patients were given chemotherapy without other treatment. The routine infusion of endostar combined with chemotherapy group: c, that is: 7.5 mg/m², infusion of 4 h, d 1-14. Endostar bolus and sequential continuous infusion combined with chemotherapy group: patients were treated with chemotherapy combined with Endostar with the Endostar usage as follows: a rapid infusion of 15 mg was given at first followed by a continuous infusion of 150 mg for 240 h. The patients in three groups were given antiemetic treatment and support at the same time. Each of them was required to complete at least two cycles of chemotherapy, toxicity was evaluated after a cycle and efficacy was assessed after two cycles.

**Follow-up methods**

The patients were visited every 4 to 8 w for evaluation of efficacy and safety. Follow-up contents: ECOG score, imaging examination (chest enhancement CT, magnetic resonance DWI +ADC, PET-CT), laboratory tests (including: blood routine, tumor markers, etc.). Abdominal imaging examinations were performed every 4 to 8 w or when the researchers considered it necessary, including abdominal and liver adrenal ultrasound, whole body bone scan and brain MRIs when necessary. Examination methods and parameters should be consisted to assess the state of the tumor. Concomitant treatment and adverse events throughout the treatment were recorded.

**Statistical processing**

Measurement data was described as mean ± SD. χ² test and t-test were applied respectively for the comparison of count data and means, SNK-q test was applied for factor analysis of variance, Spearman for correlation analysis, binary logistic regression analysis for RSR multivariate analysis with statistical significance of P<0.05. Statistical software: IBM SPSS 17.0 and Microsoft office excel.

**Results**

**General clinical features**

From January 2011 to December 2014, 30 cases pathologically diagnosed as malignant patients of III and IV stages were randomly divided into chemotherapy group (Group A), Endostar conventional infusion combined with chemotherapy group (Group B) and Endostar bolus and sequential continuous infusion combined with chemotherapy group (Group C). There was no significant difference in general clinical features like age, gender, tumor stage and lymph node metastasis among patients in three groups (P>0.05, Table 1).

**Comparison of serum VEGF levels in three groups**

Before treatment, there was no significant difference in serum VEGF levels between the 3 groups (P>0.05). 4 w after treatment, the VEG level of patients in group C decreased, but there was no significant difference compared with group A and B (P>0.05). After the treatment for 8 and 12 w, the VEGF of patients in group C significantly decreased and the difference was statistically significant compared with the other two groups (P<0.05, Table 2 and Figure 1).
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**Comparison of serum endostatin (ES) levels in 3 groups**

Before treatment, there was no significant difference in ES levels in 3 groups (P>0.05). After treatment for 4 w, 8 w and 12 w, the ES level of the patients in groups B and C significantly increased and the difference was statistically significant compared with that of the patients in group A, (P<0.05). ES level in group C significantly increased and the difference was statistically significant when compared with group B (P<0.05, Table 3 and Figure 2).

**Table 2. Comparison of serum VEGF in 3 groups before and after treatment.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>VEGF (pg/ml)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Group A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 w</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>75.13 ± 4.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 w</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>69.26 ± 6.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 w</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>65.13 ± 4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 w</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>64.96 ± 5.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Comparison of serum circulating endothelial cells (CEC)in 3 groups**

Before treatment, there was no significant difference in the level of Circulating Endothelial Cells (CEC) between the 3 groups (P>0.05). After 4 w of treatment, the CEC of patients in group C decreased, but there was no significant difference compared with groups A and B (P>0.05). After treatment for 8 and 12 w, the CEC of patients in group C decreased significantly and compared with the other two groups, the difference was statistically significant (P<0.05, Table 4 and Figure 3).

**Table 3. Comparison of ES in 3 groups before and after treatment.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>ES (μmol/L)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Group A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 w</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15.01 ± 5.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 w</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>19.26 ± 6.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 w</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15.13 ± 4.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 w</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14.96 ± 5.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4. Comparison of CEC in 3 groups before and after treatment.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>CEC (unit/μL)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1. Comparison of serum VEGF in 3 groups before and after treatment.**

**Figure 2. Comparison of ES in 3 groups before and after treatment.**

**Figure 3. Comparison of CEC in 3 groups before and after treatment.**
Discussion

Malignant tumor is a systemic and systemic disease with multiple factors involved in the development. Since where there is malignant tumor, there is neovascularization with the latter serving as morphological basis in the process of tumor development, anti-angiogenesis therapy and Angiogenesis Inhibitor (TAI) have become hot in treatment of malignant tumors in recent years.

Tumor growth and metastasis depend on neovascularization. When tumor size is more than 1-2 mm³, its growth depends on angiogenesis. These new blood vessels offer tumors abundant nutrients and tumor, using angiogenesis as transfer mode, transports primary cancer cells to target organs through blood circulation, thus making micro metastasis become possible. Angiogenesis is a complex process regulated by many factors with such promoting factors as Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF), Fibroblast Growth Factor (FGF), angiogenin, Epidermal Growth Factor (EGF), IF8 and Tumor Necrosis Factor (TNFα)

In 1997, O 'Reilly and Folkman et al. [7] found that ES (Endostatin) was widely present in various body tissues body tissues, especially in vascular wall and other basement membrane areas. Endostatin can inhibit the proliferation and migration of endothelial cells, hinder the angiogenesis of tumor, block its blood supply and inhibit its growth to reduce the tumor to a dormant state and finally to apoptosis. ES showed strongly specific function of inhibiting the proliferation of vascular endothelial cells in vivo and in vitro [8,9]. It makes effects on Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor Receptor (VEGFR), prevents the connection of VEGF with endothelial cells and directly blocks the effect of VEGF; What’s more, it can also down-regulate the expression of VEGF mRNA and protein and directly block the signal transduction of VEGF receptor, thus inhibiting VEGF-mediated migration and angiogenesis of endothelial cells [10].

Circulating Endothelial Cells (CEC) are the Vascular Endothelial Cells (VEC) measured in peripheral blood, whose changes in number can reflect extent of vascular endothelial damage. It is currently the only to serve as the direct and specific marker in biotic tissues to reflect VEC damages and it increases in number on the condition of inflammation, immune response, infection, tumor formation and cardiovascular disease [11]. Study by Francesco Bertolini’s group [12] showed that CEC in the peripheral blood of some cancer patients was increased compared with that of the healthy and the CEC of cancer patients with complete remission was reduced to the normal level.

Endostar is the recombinant human endostatin injection independently and innovatively developed by our domestic scholars and has been approved to successfully list as the first in similar global products. Also, it was recommended as the first-line treatment drug by NCCN Clinical Practice Guidelines in Oncology (NCCN Guidelines) Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer (Chinese version) in 2006. Its mechanism is to inhibit the formation of new blood vessels by hindering endothelial cell migration which promotes vascular formation, block the nutritional supply and thereby inhibit tumor proliferation or metastasis. It can block integrin of endothelial- α5β1 (Integrin is a cell adhesion molecule in angiogenesis), and show its anti-angiogenic activity by blocking endothelial selectin [13]. In addition, it is able to block the activity of MMP-2, MMP-9 and MMP-13 [14,15] becomes a kind of multiple angiogenesis inhibitor.

The results of this study showed there was no significant difference in serum VEGF and CEC between the 3 groups before treatment. After 4 w of treatment, the endostatin of patients increased while VEGF and circulating endothelial cells decreased in group C, but the difference was not statistically significant compared with groups A and B. 8 and 12 w after treatment, the endostatin of patients in group C increased significantly while VEGF and circulating endothelial cells strikingly decreased, and compared with groups A and B, the difference was statistically significant. The above results suggest that the treatment of Endostar bolus and sequential continuous infusion combined with chemotherapy can effectively reduce the level of VEGF and CEC in patients with small cell lung cancer compared with the treatment method of chemotherapy and endostar conventional infusion combined with chemotherapy. But it takes some time to produce this kind of efficacy. The study results showed a statistically significant difference the eighth week after treatment.

In addition, the results of this study showed that after treatment for 4 w, 8 w and 12 w, the ES level of the patients in groups B and C significantly increased and the difference was statistically significant compared with that of the patients in group A. And ES level in group C significantly increased of statistical significance when compared with group B. The above results indicate that the treatment of Endostar bolus and sequential continuous infusion combined with chemotherapy can enhance the ES level of patients with small cell lung cancer far more effectively.

To sum up, with the treatment of Endostar bolus infusion combined with chemotherapy, endostatin of patients with small cell lung cancer increases significantly while VEGF and circulating endothelial cells decrease sharply, suggesting that Endostar bolus infusion combined with chemotherapy has direct inhibitory effect on neovascularization of SCLC tumor tissues, worthy of wide application and promotion in clinical practices.
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